
To be academically and personally successful in today’s literacy- and
knowledge-based society and economy, students need to develop
advanced literacies, skills and competencies that enable
communication, spoken and written, in increasingly diverse ways and
with increasingly diverse audiences.  New York State strives to
implement the following instructional practices for advanced literacy
for academic success: 1. engaging texts, 2. rich discussion,                    
 3. frequent writing and 4. academic vocabulary and language.

We pair authentic, engaging content with instructional supports and
activities that help students build advanced literacy skills in cross-
curricular instruction. Curations and instructional resources for
teachers help them find the materials they need to cover specific
literacy skills and address instructional practices. 

Provides students with
engaging texts and activities.

Newsela provides high-interest
texts for students. Teachers
can use Newsela for reading
intervention and differentiation
with a range of 5 different
reading levels for each article,
including power words and
standards-based reading
comprehension quizzes.

Ensures frequent writing
opportunities for students 

All Newsela articles have
writing prompts that students
can respond to in the
activities panel. Teachers can
create their own writing
prompts to build language
and knowledge.

Provides instructional supports
and lesson ideas for every text

Newsela ELA includes
collections - like the Lucy Calkins
Unit of Study Curriculum
Complement - with resources to
help teachers support students
with skills practices and host
insightful discussions on
engaging topics. 

Writing, reading can help
people to feel better and
heal

NEW YORK LESSON EXAMPLE

Building Advanced Literacy Skills
for New York students 

HIGHLIGHTS:

Key Features:

Why Now?

Why Newsela?

KEY FEATURES



Teachers can create and share customizable 
assignments and give students access to 
reading comprehension quizzes, customizable 
writing prompts, and annotations.

Teachers can use Newsela to teach to the 
standards and priorities of their school and 
district. Create custom activities, search for
content by standard, curate Text Sets, and 
control the reading levels students see.

Quizzes, Writing Prompts, and
Assignments

Curations, Lessons, and
Customizations

Want to learn more about Newsela? Contact us at go.newsela.com/contact

Instructional supports for each article
Help teachers expand students' learning experience and engagement



Through reading, we gain empathy by
expanding our understanding of other people in
other circumstances. 
Writing can be thought of as a healing process
that helps us unravel and understand both the
good and bad things that happen to us.

How can reading be helpful to us?
How can writing be helpful to us? 

Lesson: Writing for Stress Management

Time to complete: 25 minutes

Overview
The relationship between storytelling and our well-
being is deeply rooted in human history, from fairy
tales that teach moral lessons, to religious texts
that wrestle with valleys of despair and mountains
of hope, to poetry that purges the writer’s soul. In
this lesson, students will read about the health
effects of reading and writing. 

Key Take-aways

Comprehension Questions

Activities
Before Reading
Show students this video (7:00 mins) from John
Green on how and why we read. Ask students to
reflect and respond: According to the video, why
do we read? How does reading benefit us? 

Reading Strategy
As you read, highlight in BLUE any details that
illustrate a specific way that reading or writing can
be helpful. Add three annotations with questions
and/or reactions you have while reading.

Custom Write Prompt: How can reading and
writing benefit someone's health? Explain your
answer by synthesizing three details from the
article.

Free write and don't let your pen/pencil
drop, just keep going and see what you end
up writing.
Write a song, poem, or story.
Pick an object to write about.
Try writing about something that's been on
your mind.
Write questions that you have.

After Reading
Have students draw an emoji or write a word to
describe how they are feeling at this moment (or
use this before-and-after emotion tracker).
Then give students the opportunity to free-write
or independently read for 10 minutes. The
following prompts may help students get
started:

Debrief the writing and reading free time. Have
students reflect on how they feel now by
drawing an emoji or writing a word to describe
how they feel. Ask: What change do you notice,
if any? Why might that be the case?

Extension
SEL Practice: Have students try reading or
writing as an SEL habit. Give students this habit
tracker and ask them to set a journaling or
reading goal and track it for a set period of time. 

Example Lesson Spark

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSYw502dJNY
https://media.newsela.com/article_media/extra/2018-2-Reflect-Respond.pdf
https://media.newsela.com/article_media/extra/2-2018-Emotion-Tracker.pdf
https://media.newsela.com/article_media/extra/5.9.18_Habit_Tracker.pdf


Writing and reading can be a type of meditation and healing.

Allison Adelle Hedge Coke had to deal with many
difficult experiences in her life. She lived with a
mother who had schizophrenia, a serious mental
illness. Coke also grew up in several foster homes,
fought cancer and struggled with drug abuse.

"I really didn't believe I would make it through
childhood, but the act of writing brought me
through," she says.

Now 61 and an award-winning poet, Coke teaches
writing as a way of healing. Her students are
cancer patients, children struggling with problems,
doctors, families and just about everyone else.

Writing can be a way of thinking deeply, Coke says.
It is a process that helps us understand both the
good and bad things that happen to us.

Reading is also healing, she says.

Reading, Writing Are Good For Your Health
We learn through the experiences of the characters
we read about, Coke says. Because we empathize,
or feel what others are feeling, we expand our
understanding of other people in other situations.
We are also less bothered by our own misfortunes.

Coke points to books such as Frank McCourt's
"Angela's Ashes." In that book the author writes
about growing up poor in 1930s and '40s Ireland.
Reading books like that makes us feel a little less
alone, a little less troubled, she says.

Humans have told stories to feel better through the
ages. For example, think of fairy tales that teach
moral lessons. Or religious texts that wrestle with
valleys of despair and mountains of hope, or poetry
that cleanses the writer's soul. Recently, doctors
and psychologists — who study the mind — have
begun looking at the health effects of reading and
writing.

This article can be
accessed at five

different reading levels. 
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Using Our Imaginations
Raymond Mar is a professor at York University in
Toronto. He studies the effect reading fiction and
nonfiction has on our ability to understand what
others are feeling. He found that children and
adults who have read stories their whole lives
were more likely to correctly identify the feelings
and thoughts of others than those who do not read
regularly.

In other words: People who read stories are better
at sharing and understanding other people's
feelings.

Why? Because when people are reading fiction,
they are imagining what it is like to be in these
stories, Mar says.

Trying to understand these characters exercises
the same mental muscle that helps us understand
people in the real world. It teaches us to put
ourselves in someone else's shoes. The better we
are at that, the more likely we are to treat others
well, he says.

For adults, it doesn't appear to matter what you
read, says Mar, so long as you are reading.

With children, however, it's important to discuss
what they are reading. Those conversations help
them to understand the story and empathize with
its characters.

Reading stories is a chance for children and adults
to talk about the complicated parts of life, Mar
says.

Mental Health Also Benefits
Some doctors have also begun to see storytelling
as a way to improve mental health.

A movement called narrative medicine has been
growing. It comes from the idea that both writing
and reading literature can help doctors and
patients to communicate better. Together they can
discover meaning in the illnesses they battle.

Dr. John Harper of Texas Health Presbyterian Dallas,
supports this movement. He started the annual
Literature and Medicine Conference at the hospital
five years ago.

Each year, an author is asked to speak, teach writing
classes to hospital staff and run an essay contest
about how literature influences medicine.

Harper says doctors who read stories are more
understanding and, therefore, more compassionate or
caring, more willing to listen to their patients' stories.
It also helps doctors to communicate better, he says.

The tiny differences in meaning in poetry and writing
can communicate emotion far better than any
scientific explanation, he says.

"The sound of a coffin hitting the earth is a sound
utterly serious," Harper says, quoting one of his
favorite lines from Antonio Machado's poem, "The
Burial of a Friend."

He uses the line to communicate the depth of his
intent to patients and family members facing deadly
diseases. Saying something beautiful and full of
meaning like that shows how serious he considers
their illnesses and his sympathy for their suffering, he
says.

Write It Down To Move On
Writing is also healing, says Harper, who teaches
other doctors that writing about their experiences is a
way to release their emotions.

"If you have an experience and you sit down and write
about it, you can pour that emotion out," Harper says.
Getting rid of these thoughts and emotions helps to
find meaning in the death or the survival of a patient —
and then allows you to move on with your life, he
says.

That is the same message Coke teaches her writing
students.

Writing it down allows that quiet, thoughtful process
that we need as human beings to unravel the things in
our life. Or enjoy the things we are having fun with
fully, she says.



Newsela’s content is published daily from trusted and vetted sources at 5 different reading levels. Teachers
can find a wide range of ELA and cross-curricular resources to support instruction that builds foundational and
advanced literacy skills. 

Want to learn more about Newsela? Contact us at go.newsela.com/contact


